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And We’re Off!

The First Day of School
The first day of school introduced a
new high school student Lawson Paolini
’20 to an old tradition. When the lights
came back on in the theater at the first
all-high school morning meeting of the
year, it was Lawson who held the eraser
thrown out by headmaster Paul Bianchi.
According to the tradition’s legend, this
means Lawson will become a teacher.
All day, students from half day to high
school were getting to know their teachers and classmates. Elementary and junior
high classes gathered outside for games

that helped break the ice of new acquaintances and renew old friendships. In the
half day, students adjusted to their classrooms and their time in class. Half-way
through the morning half day, a threeyear-old boy solemnly told his teacher,
“I think it’s time for me to be with my
mom.” In the afternoon class, a student
informed his classmates, “You can play
but don’t squish the bears.”
Elementary music teacher Miranda
Dillard met a new five-year-old girl and
after telling her she would get to come

to music on Friday, was asked, “What’s
Friday?”
And it seems that technology from
home can carry over into the classroom.
José Cordero, who teaches in the lower
elementary. reports, “I’ve often heard
‘Hey Mr.,’ and ‘Hey Teacher,’ and ‘Hey
Coach,’ and even ‘Hey Dad,’ from kids
that couldn’t remember my name. It’s
usually cute and endearing. But I’m still
not sure how I feel about having a kid get
my attention with, ‘Hey Alexa.’”

community

Eat Lunch With
Your Child Draws
Hundreds

Sunshine filtered through the haze of smoke of
multiple grills going on the patio in back of the
theater as parent volunteers grilled hotdogs, turkey,
beef and veggie burgers for the Black Parent Organization’s annual fundraiser for financial aid, Eat
Lunch with Your Child. The event is the unofficial
kickoff to the school year and hundreds of parents
come to campus to share the midday meal with
their students from 5-and 6-year-olds experiencing
their first to seniors savoring their last.
Members of the high school orchestra played
under a white tent surrounded by families at tables
and on picnic blankets on the ground. BPO is
chaired by Nancy Maignan and Van Brown and
Eat Lunch with Your Child was chaired by Chip
Joyner and Shaun Evans. The event supports financial aid.
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community

Music
Achievements

Paideia students have been selected to play
in several local orchestras, chamber music
programs and jazz orchestras. Violinists David
Chung and Meredith Salzinger and cellist
Evan Nicholson will play in the Emory Youth
Symphony Orchestra.
Cellist Jordan Leslie was selected for the
Atlanta Symphony Youth Orchestra, and violinist Heather Will and cellist Skyler Marks
were named to the Atlanta Junior Chamber
Orchestra. Heather Will and Owen ZealeyChen are in the Chamber Orchestra of Decatur and Atlanta for their third year. Abby
Moore was named a violinist with the Vega
String Quartet’s chamber music program at
Emory University. Clarinetist Garrett Brand,
bassoonist Andrew Guthrie and trumpeter
Calliope Cutchins were all selected for the
Metropolitan Youth Symphony Orchestra of
Atlanta. Bassist Hannah Searles will play in
the Rialto Youth Jazz Orchestra Combo. Pianist
Jason Guo will play piano and celeste in the
Emory Youth Symphony Orchestra. Jordan
Leslie, Nicholas Lin and Evan Nicholson will
participate in the Franklin Pond Chamber Music program.

Art Visions

Artist Market 2018
Art Visions
Artist Market,
a fine art, crafts
and jewelry
sale to benefit
Paideia’s visual
arts, will feature
over 130 local artists and will open Friday,
Nov. 9, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. for the Paideia community. It will be open all weekend to the public
Saturday, Nov. 10, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Sunday,
Nov. 11, 12 - 5 p.m. in the Paideia art gallery
and practice gym. Preview the artists at www.
facebook.com/PaideiaArtVisions.
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FACULTY

Why I Teach
Elly Bookman is a homebase teacher in
the junior high and a published poet. She
was one of the faculty who gave a “Why I
Teach” speech at the faculty/staff retreat in
August.

“You’re a writer.”
These were some of the words of encouragement Paul offered me this summer
when he called to ask me to tell you why
I teach.
“You’re a writer, and you teach and we
want to know why,” he said.
And I am a writer—I couldn’t argue.
positive ones like “smart,” and “beautiful,”
But in Paul’s observation I also recognized
met me at every turn, and they were iman opportunity to clear up this misconcepmensely powerful. Each one generated its
tion that I’m a writer who teaches to make
own set of associative traits, as if the words
a living, as if this is my fallback career.
themselves were seeds in my personality,
Even some of you, my colleagues, have
invasive species that permanently altered
joked with me in the past year about when
the landscape of how I saw myself.
I’m going to leave Paideia for the big
As teachers, we understand the power of
time writing world. It’s as if the labels of
a label better than most, what can happen
“teacher” and “writer” are held apart from
when a child is called “smart” or “dumb,”
each other, and people seem to need me to
or when a student feels trapped by the stepick one over the other.
reotypes of race or gender. By comparison,
Now, I know that isn’t what Paul was
my experience with labels didn’t do too
saying. If anything, I’m grateful to Paul for
much damage. Instead,
assuming the opposite,
I felt motivated not
for giving me this
Writers, poets—they
just to throw off the
chance to tell you that
labor
under
the
constraints of my own
the reasons I teach are
inextricably tied to the
impression that language can labels, but to wield this
language, to spend my
reasons I write. This
be perfected. Teachers, on
life trying to replace
isn’t the fallback. This
the
other
hand,
recognize
these imperfect words
is exactly what I’m
with the right ones.
meant to be doing.
that finding the right words
I was a writer. This
Though even before
is a never-ending pursuit.
much
I knew. At first,
I had to decide whethThe
language
we
use
for
I thought I’d be a
er to call myself a
one student doesn’t work for journalist like my par“teacher” or a “writer,”
ents, though my father
the world was generatanother, and even when it
cautioned me about
ing labels for me, as
does, the words change.”
the challenges of that
it does for all of us.
profession. He quickly
From the time I was a
regretted that warning, though, when I
toddler, hiding behind my father’s legs and
called to let him know I’d decided to study
being called “shy,” I was fascinated by the
poetry instead.
words people chose to describe me. Words
The person responsible, of course, was
like “reserved,” and “insecure,” and even
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a teacher. In my case, it was the poet and
professor, Adrian Blevins. Adrian was
the first person to introduce me to living,
breathing poets; to demonstrate both in her
person and in her classes that this was a
fresh kind of writing which pursued meaning and language in its most basic state. In
poetry, my drive to say the unsayable had
found its vehicle.
And yet, all I really learned is that there
is no single word, or even a single metaphor, which can definitely encapsulate a
point of view. Instead there are endless
possibilities, and opportunities, to make a
thousand meanings out of one.
Or, think of it this way: symbols, labels,
and metaphors aren’t horizontal. They’re
vertical. When you say that one thing is
like another, when you label something,
you aren’t simply putting it next to something else like an equation. Instead you are
planting something beneath the surface,
something that will grow in both directions, up and down, and impact the soil in
a thousand different ways.
So as it turns out, in all that time I was
studying to be a poet, I was becoming a
teacher. Writers, poets—they labor under
the impression that language can be perfected. Teachers, on the other hand, recognize that finding the right words is a neverending pursuit. The language we use for
one student doesn’t work for another, and
even when it does, the words change. By
the time I figured out it was a good thing
for a student to say my class was “lit,” that
word had been replaced by a cooler one,
though I don’t know what it is yet.
Whether I’m teaching or writing, then,
all I’m really doing is practicing immense
respect for the power of words, for the
unique task of handing language over to
our students. That’s what great teachers do:
they help us find the words. Even this summer, as I worked on this speech, I turned
to the words of my teachers, those writers
whose sentences I clung to as I tried to

figure out who I was. The best ones came
from Adrian, my original mentor, who
gives the best explanation I’ve found to
date for who I am and why I do what I do:
“My theory,” she says, “is that poets are
people who feel—rightly or wrongly—
profoundly misunderstood. They come
from this sense of feeling always on the
outside (even when other people may see
them as being on the inside.) I don’t know
what causes this feeling, some chronic
sense of everlasting woundedness, and thus
the urgency to speak that seems to surpass
all other urgencies. I write to try to set the
record straight. And never do quite get it
right.”
Replace “poet,” with “teacher,” in that
statement, and you’ll find it works just as
well. Better yet, replace it with “junior
high student,” and you’ll get an even truer
statement, and perhaps an explanation for
why I spend my days with that strange
breed of human. Poets, junior high students, humans—all of us have felt, at some
point, “profoundly misunderstood.” Like
Adrian, I don’t know what causes this feeling of “everlasting woundedness,” in myself, but I know that I teach because I have
always felt called upon to turn that confusion to clarity, to find better words, visuals,
tools, to make the world make sense.
And yet, I never quite get it right. In fact,
like all teachers, sometimes I’m just plain
wrong. But in the attempt, I always learn to
see the world differently, every time a little
closer to the truth.
Which is why I appreciate that these
speeches are called “Why I Teach,” and
not “Why I’m a Teacher.” By taking out
that to-be verb, we’re able to recognize this
work as an active pursuit instead of a stagnant identity. It is vertical, not horizontal.
Every year we go deeper and deeper into
the mysteries of the world with our students, and we will never get to the bottom.
And as for me, those two labels—writer,
teacher—are never in conflict with one
another. They are inseparable, each one
deepening the work of the other, and making it better.

Paideia’s Financial Aid Tax Credit Program
Accepting Applications for 2019 Tax Year
The application process for the 2019 tax year is now open. Since 2009, participation in
the Financial Aid Tax Credit (FATC) Program by the Paideia community has raised close
to $4 million for financial aid. This important program is integral to strengthening both
the socioeconomic diversity of our student body as well as the financial well-being of the
school. The Georgia General Assembly recently passed a bill that increases the tax cap
from $58 million to $100 million hopefully allowing for more applications to be approved
at a greater amount. Please consider participating today! To learn more about FATC, go
to www.paideiaschool.org/support-paideia/fiancial-aid-taxcredit or contact Luanne
Miller at miller.luanne@paideiaschool.org.

Paideia Students’ Haiku Published in Journal
By Tom Painting, Junior High Homebase Teacher

The work of several Paideia students will be published the October issue of cattails, the
journal of the United Haiku and Tanka Society. cattails publishes new and un-published
works of English haiku, senryu, tanka, and haibun with translations in the poets’ original
language. It aims to showcase emerging voices alongside the works of established poets.
Below are some of the haiku that will be published.
air tinted purple
with the scent of spices
my grandparents’ church

summer morning
drops of dew
wet my ankles

—Lulu Javelona

New Year
time to leave
myself behind

—Luca Horn-Morawa

third grade band
under the cacophony
a shred of song

—James Russell

shattering
the brand-new window
an old ball

  

—Phillip Salzinger

the mountain
littered with trees
cradles an owl    

—Victoria Ellis

dawn mist
a crescent moon
cradles the clouds

  

—Jamie Propst

funeral
the hearse held up
in traffic  

—Elizabeth Martin

—Nick Clark

rainy afternoon
five-thousand jigsaw pieces
litter the table  
—Amit Kamma

mountain peak
I stand on top
of the clouds  

  

—Zamir Norry

late morning
the moon
just a memory  
—Isabel Seward

lily pad to lily pad a frog
hops into spring   
–—Juliana Margolis

rain taps my window
I no longer
cry alone  

  

—Daisy Solomon

New in Admissions
This Year:
Early half-day
application option

Save the Date

Deadline: Monday, Dec. 3, 2018
Notification: Friday, Feb. 1, 2019

Tuesday, Sept. 18

Half-day tours start in late September
Create a profile at ravenna-hub.com
Visit our website for open house dates
and more information.
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Alumni news
• Britt Dunn ’96 writes: After 39 years
of living in Atlanta, I made the move
to NYC shortly after my 40th birthday
to accept a job as a junior visual effects artist in SoHo. I’m working on
commercials, mostly for Old Navy and
Maybelline, and living in Brooklyn. It is
certainly an adjustment and tough pulling
up all those roots. I still have many great
memories of the morning half-day, the elementary playground, summer camp, and
the ultimate program (props to Baccarini
for making the USAU Hall of Fame!).
Sending y’all love from New York!
• Charles Bethea ’00 was recently hired
as a staff writer for The New Yorker. He
was interviewed for the “alumni stories”
portion of the Paideia alumni website recently, where he discussed his career in
journalism. To read more go to https://
www.paideiaschool.org/alumni/alumnistories/charles-bethea.
• Justin Bernstein ’02 writes: I just finished my PhD in philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania. I live in Philly,
but I am working as a post-doctoral
research fellow at the Berman Institute
of Bioethics at Johns Hopkins University, so I commute to Baltimore. The job
involves researching and writing about
topics in political philosophy, bioethics,
and the intersection of the two. I recently co-authored an op-ed in the New
York Times about making the flu vaccine
mandatory for children.
• Jessie Paddock ’03 writes: Since
graduating with an MFA from the New
School with a concentration in writing
for children and young adults in 2015,
her debut middle-grade novel, Gemini
Academy (Scholastic Press, 2018)
is now available at Scholastic Book
Fairs (keep an eye out for the sequined
cover!). She’s lived the majority of her
post-Paideia life in NYC where she
plays a lot of soccer, an excellent way to
procrastinate writing deadlines.
• Ashley (Smith) Tucker ’03 celebrated
the birth of her first child with husband
Walter in early 2017. She enjoys work6 | The Paideia Newsletter • September 2018

Compiled by Anna Beck ’01, Alumni and Special Events Coordinator

ing in NYC as an actress and has been
recently featured in national commercials. When she is not acting, Ashley has
been fortunate to support other creatives
while working as a makeup artist for
lifestyle and branding shoots.
• Ariana Gumbs Good ’04 writes: I
live in New Jersey with my husband
and two children. I recently went back
to work as a strategic planner working
in healthcare communications after having my second daughter, Penelope. She
joined two- year-old McKenzie and
we’ve been having lots of fun adjusting
to being a family of four.

• Hannah (Ruppert) Holycross ’08
writes: My daughter, Olive June Holycross was born February 26, 2018 at
Piedmont Hospital. I live in Atlanta
with Olive and my husband, Wesley,
where I am a mortgage banker at Renasant Bank. We hope that one day Olive
can attend Paideia too!
Humble apologies to the following
alumni for the inadvertent misspellings of
your names in the last issue:
Andy Saxon ‘02
Katie (Honderd) O’Day ‘01
Lawrence Gellerstedt ‘02

.
Reflections on the First Day
of School Through
the Alum Looking Glass
“This is my son’s first year at “Big Paideia” and this year brought back more memories for me than it did the year before: walking down South Ponce in the early morning
sunlight and passing by the 1509 building and alligator benches…seeing such a happy, diverse and comfortable group of children and families chatting with each other and getting
ready to start the year was sentimental for me. I walked back to my car thinking how crazy
and how wonderful it was to be dropping my son off for school right where I had been just
thirty years before.” — Jane Lowe Meisel ‘00
“Both of my kids were in the same physical classroom for fourth grade that I was inone even had the same teacher! I have wonderful memories of Paideia elementary school!
Most are happy memories like the sing-alongs or finding a quiet place in the loft to read a
great book. Some are not so happy…like struggling to make a sound with my cello in fifth
grade that sounded more like a note than a dying animal! Kidding aside, being a current
parent who is also a Paideia alum feels like being part of a small town-a multi-generational
community of people who are connected by the school.”—Keegan Karamesic-Kelley ‘97
“Last year, my son Alex brought home a book that my brother Michael had written
years and years ago when he was in Cecelia’s class. Mary Lynn Cullen had found it in
the classroom and sent it home with Alex so that he could return it to my brother. That is
such a special story and really showed the depth of community that Paideia has. That is
not something that would happen at most schools!
One day this year, Alex came home from school and wanted to tell me something he had
learned about the school’s history. He asked ,‘Mom, did you know that a really ,really long
time ago they had to vote on who the Paideia school mascot would be?’ and I say ‘Yep, I
was there for that vote!’”—Kelly Griendling ‘01
“I went to Paideia from half day through high school, so it’s been pretty wild to see my
oldest son, Wyatt starting out on that same path. At first, it was really surreal, especially
when I saw him playing in the half day classroom for the first time. The cool thing though
is it’s not my school anymore — and I mean that in a good way. It’s his place, and he
walks out of there every day with a big smile on his face.”—Matt Stroup ‘96

Community

Hoops and Horticulture – A New Team at Paideia
Over 20 members and aspiring Paideia basketball team members have been
getting their hands dirty, their muscles
worked and their taste buds tickled as they
worked on the Paideia farm recently. The
collaboration begun this summer between
athletes and the urban agriculture program
has yielded benefits on both sides.
Varsity basketball coach JoJo Cadray
explained that the new emphasis on
nutrition for his players was part of the
preseason training program. It not only
included maintenance tasks at the Paideia
farmlet, but also planting and harvesting,
learning about nutrition, cooking education and the concept of food justice.
The exhausting work included the annual maintenance of the chicken coop, emptying it, laying down cardboard “flooring”
and spreading mulch.
Teammates’ experiences prior to the
summer’s workday varied. “When it was
time to try various vegetables, some were
more shy about it, but the lesson was,
‘This is real food, and this is what you
want to feed yourself — healthy foods to
help you eat better and take care of your
bodies,’”said JoJo. He said Tania Herbert, urban agriculture coordinator, who
guided the group, “also had a lot of information about food and food justice.”
Jaylan Troutman ’19, a team captain,
was new to the whole farm thing. “I’d
never really done farming, but it was good
to have teammates and peers working
together at the farm. When we finished,
Tania said we had done a great job in less
time than she had planned,” said Jaylan.
The boys also got to harvest and eat
farm-grown cucumbers. “We learned that
cucumbers can be a healthy snack and we
ate cucumbers that were different shapes
than the ones we see in the store,” said
Jaylan. Other fresh veggies in the planting
and harvesting component included three
different types of peppers, okra, and beans.
Micah Eisen ’21, whose mother, Lisa
Eisen is a half-day teacher who has

worked on the urban agriculture program
for many years, was familiar with the benefits of eating healthy foods. He said he
realized that the results are “that you just
feel better.”
Tania was not only excited about extra
hands to help with getting work done on
the farm, but also about getting to know
the team members better and encouraging
their efforts to eat healthy. “Athletes push
their bodies and go out of their comfort
zone…eating healthier contributes to
their overall health,” she said. “They are
learning that a healthy body is going to be
a lifelong thing, and this will always be
important. They may not always play basketball, but they’ll always eat and they’ll
always know that healthy food will help
them be healthy.”
She added, “We’re always talking
about trying to be in community and

we’ve connected in this way. They even
invited me to come see a game and asked
Erin Cescutti (another member of the
urban ag program) and me to come sit behind the bench during a game so they can
explain the game in real time,” she said.
Next comes some kitchen skills as the
team members who have participated
learn about cooking from a former Paidiea player coached by JoJo — Oliver
Honderd ’07 — who is today an accomplished local chef. (Ollie and his wife
Paula Seville ’08 own a farm-to-table
catering company in Atlanta.) There were
so many volunteers — 26 — that they
had to be divided into two different cookimg classes to get the benefits.
The basketball team players are the latest Paideia athletes who have worked with
the urban agriculture program. The ultimate teams have also spent time farming.

Student
Achievements
Upper elementary student
Sebastian Elwood was named a
top 8 National Finisher in the 10
and under division of the annual
USA Fencing Championship
this summer. Sebastian has been
fencing since he was six and is
now the second ranked fencer in
the Southeast region.
At right: Sebastian (first row, left) at
the awards ceremony this summer.
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THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL
1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL is nonsectarian, serving families
with children ages three through 18. Paideia does not dis-

criminate in employment or in admissions. It actively seeks
racial, cultural, and economic diversity in its student body.
The ancient Greek word Paideia conveys the concept of a
child’s total education: intellectual, artistic, and social.

The Paideia School Newsletter is published 10 times a year.
The deadline for the newsletter is the 1st of the preceding

month. Send all correspondence to Jennifer Hill, Editor, at
Paideia School, 1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue, Atlanta, GA
30307. Phone number is 404/377-3491, ext. 339; e-mail

address is hill.jennifer@paideiaschool.org. For informa-

tion about sports schedules and upcoming events visit our
web site at www.paideiaschool.org

Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory
The student-run musical brought the story based
on Roald Dahl children’s book with the same name,
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, to life.
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